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The macroscopic physical properties of giant electrorheological (GER) fluids are crucially dependent
on their internal particle microstructure. However, GER fluids are often sheared in work, which makes
it difficult to clearly observe their internal microstructure via existing experimental tools. Here, an
experimental method has been developed to observe the lamellar microstructures of GER fluids, which
fill the space between two relatively rotating parallel disk electrodes (disk–disk geometry). Nevertheless,
only microstructures in surface regions can be observed in the shearing process via some experimental
approaches. We incorporated two fluid phase models of ER fluids and the mechanism of GER fluids in
order to study the GER fluids in the shearing process. Internal microstructures of GER fluids shearing
in the whole region simultaneously were discovered for the first time. The internal system produces
a variety of complex patterns and dynamics. The patterns are caused by the fluctuation frequency of
radial shear bands; and there exist vertical shear bands which give rise to delamination perpendicular to
the flow direction. The distribution of radial and vertical shear bands in the inner geometry is governed
by the Onsager principle of minimum energy dissipation rate.

1 Introduction
The macroscopic physical properties of electrorheological (ER)
or giant ER (GER) fluids are crucially dependent on their
internal particle microstructures.1–7 Under an electric field,
ER/GER particles tend to aggregate and form chains/columns
along the direction of the field. In this process, there exists
a competition mainly between the electrostatic energy and the
entropy of the particles, and finally the system reaches a solid-like
state. The static yield stress of GER fluids is about ten to
a hundred times larger than that of ER fluids. Furthermore,
a prominent feature of GER fluids is the near-linear dependence
of the yield stress on the electric field, in contrast to the quadratic
variation usually observed in ER fluids.2,8 GER fluids in most
applications are often under shear stress,9,10 where the static
chain/column structures no longer exist. Henley and Filisko
observed that only ER fluids with strong ER activity possess
lamellar microstructures perpendicular to the electric field
direction.1 The lamellar microstructure phenomenon is caused by
concentration fluctuation under shear flow. However, it is difficult to observe the three-dimensional flow profiles of a dense
shearing GER fluid because traditional optical methods are
limited by the large refractive index mismatch between the
particles and the oil. In this work, we experimentally observed
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the surface lamellar microstructures of shearing GER fluids
confined in the space between two relatively rotating parallel disk
electrodes (disk–disk geometry); further simulations were performed to study the internal microstructures using the two phase
fluid models.11–13 Both results show that internal lamellar
microstructures and shear bands, which are dominated by the
Onsager principle of minimum energy dissipation rate, exist in
the disk–disk geometry. Thus, one must take into account the
shearing effect of GER fluids in real applications.

2

Experiments

The GER fluid used in this study is a mixture of silicone oil and
TiO2 particles coated with 1,4-butyrolactone. The particles are
prepared from amorphous TiO2 by the sol–gel method.14 The
powder with an average diameter of 919.4 nm shows an irregular
morphology. Our previous work14 shows that this fluid has the
properties of a GER fluid when the electric field is turned on: the
static yield stress of GER fluids is about ten to a hundred times
larger than that of dielectric (conventional) ER fluids; there is
a near-linear dependence of the yield stress on the electric field, in
contrast to the quadratic variation usually observed in ER fluids.
The volume fraction of the GER fluid is 35%. An electrorheoscope7 is an electrorheometer with an attached microscope.
Two such electrorheoscopes are made to respectively record top
and bottom views of structure change of ER fluids while simultaneously measuring their electrorheological properties. The
bottom viewed electrorheoscope is established from a HaakeMars II electrorheometer by attaching it with a microscope and
a CCD video adaptor. The top electrode rotates, and the bottom
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

transparent one is static. In this way, a bottom view of the
lamellar microstructure can be recorded through the bottom
transparent electrode. The DC electric field is perpendicular to
the electrodes in both electrorheoscopes. The experimental disk–
disk geometry, which is identical to our simulation geometry, is
shown in Fig. 1 (a). The outer radius of the two plates is 17.5 mm
and the gap between them is 1 mm. Fig. 1 (b) shows the axially
symmetric profile of the disk–disk geometry.
Fig. 2 shows the experimental results of surface lamellar
microstructures for six different conditions. The dark and light
regions represent the high and low particle concentrations,
respectively. h represents the distance to the bottom electrode.
Fig. 2 (atop)–(ftop) show the top views of lamellar microstructures
(h ¼ 1.0 mm) which are taken using the home-made electrorheoscope. Fig. 2 (abottom)–(fbottom) show the bottom views of the
lamellar microstructures (h ¼ 0.0 mm), which are taken using the
electrorheoscope modified from the Haake-Mars II electrorheometer. The higher the electric field and the lower the shear
rate, the more GER particle rings appear. This property of
forming lamellar microstructures is also found in GER fluids,
and it is similar to traditional ER fluids.15 To our surprise, the
top and bottom views of the lamellar microstructures are quite
different under the same electric field and shear flow. But it is
difficult to experimentally observe the three-dimensional internal
microstructures of the entire system simultaneously because of
the opacity of the GER fluids. In the following section, we
determine the internal lamellar microstructures by means of
computer simulations.

3 Computer simulations
The Onsager principle of minimum energy dissipation is about
the rules governing the optimal paths of deviation from and
restoration to equilibrium.11,16–19 It provides great flexibility in
choosing state variables, and thus is quite convenient for solving
problems involving non-equilibrium systems. The Navier–Stokes
equations of motion for fluids and ER particles are deduced from
the Onsager principle of minimum energy dissipation.11,18,19 In
this study, we extend this principle to a GER fluid confined in the
disk–disk geometry, using saturated orientation polarization

Fig. 2 Experimental results: Top and bottom surface lamellar microstructures of the GER fluid in the disk–disk geometry for different values
of shear rate and electric field. The degree of shading represents the
relative concentration of the particles. Panels (atop)–(ftop) show the top
views of the lamellar microstructures (h ¼ 1 mm, h represents the distance
to the bottom electrode) measured with the home-made electrorheometer: panels (atop), (btop) and (ctop) are at the same shear rate of g_ ¼
549.5 s1, and are under E ¼ 0.5, 0.9 and 1.3 kV mm1, respectively;
panels (dtop), (etop) and (ftop) are under the same electric field of E ¼ 1.1 kV
mm1, and are at g_ ¼ 641.1, 1007.4 and 1373.8 s1, respectively. Panels
(abottom)–(fbottom) are the corresponding bottom viewed lamellar microstructures (h ¼ 0 mm) taken with a Haake-Mars II electrorheometer.

theory.2,20 The maximum local electric field between two closely
contacting GER particles is21
Elocal ¼ El þ La ðElocal Þ

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the experimental disk–disk geometry. The GER
fluid fills the gap between the two parallel transparent disks (when one
disk is rotating and the other is static). (b) Axially symmetric profile of the
disk–disk geometry. For convenience, a sample rectangle cell is established in two-dimensional axially symmetric coordinates. The symmetric
axis is the rotating axis and parallel to the electric field, E. The direction
of shear flow is along Z axis.
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where El ¼ bE0 is estimated from the finite element analysis. Here
b denotes a local-field enhancement factor determined by the
dielectric properties of GER fluids. The orientational probability
of polar molecules, La(E) ¼ (ea + ea)/(ea  ea)  1/a with a ¼
uE/kT, where u is the permanent dipole moment of a polar
molecule, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute
temperature. Then, the effective dipole moment of the polar
molecules located in the outer shell of a GER particle is p ¼
nuLa(E) where n is the number density of polar molecules. The
chemical potential is
12
ð
a
~local ð~
m½n0 ð~
x Þ ¼ E
xÞ$~
pð~
xÞ þ 30
n0 ð~
y Þ d~
x
(2)
x~
yj
j~
where the first term on the right is the potential of the GER
particles at ~
x caused by the local electric field. The second term is
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the repulsive interaction potential between a particle at ~
x and its
neighbours at ~
y. The force density is n0 Vm. n0 is the number
density of GER particle rings. We next introduce the GER force
density into the two phase dipole fluid model:11,18,19
 ~
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(5)

Eqn. 3 is the Navier–Stokes equation of motion for the particle
phase (‘‘p’’); eqn. 4 is for the fluid (‘‘f’’) phases; eqn. 5 is the
continuity equation. rp is the local mass density of the particle
~p and
phase, and rf is the local mass density of the fluid phase. V
~f are the velocities for the particle and the fluid phases,
V
respectively; pp and pf are the pressures in the solid and liquid
phases, respectively; spvisc and sfvisc are the viscous stress of the
particle phase and the fluid phase, respectively. J~ is a convective–
diffusive current density.
To simulate the region between the two rotating electrodes,
a sample cell of thickness 1 mm and length 17.5 mm is established
in a two-dimensional axially symmetric coordinate. The rotating
axis is along the short side of the cell and parallel to the electric
field as shown in Fig. 1 (b). This area is later referred to as the
‘‘axial symmetric profile’’. The upper long side lies on the upper
rotating electrode which causes the GER fluid to circulate. In this
study, solid particles are considered to be spherical with diameter
919.4 nm, dielectric constant 3p ¼ 38 and mass m ¼ 1.2  1015
kg. The mass density of the particles is 1.79 g cm3. Particles are
suspended in oil with dielectric constant 3f ¼ 2.5, dynamic
viscosity hf ¼ 0.01 Pa s and mass density rf ¼ 0.96 g cm3. Due to
the joint effects of thermal fluctuation and viscous forces, the
mass density difference between the oil and the particles can be
used to avoid significant sedimentation of the particles during the
experiments. In this work we do not consider the interfacial
energy. The volume fraction of the GER particles is 35%. To
model realistic systems, we added a slip length of 10 mm at the
boundary for both particle and oil phases. We implemented
the simulation by utilizing the finite element approach, based on
the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Comparison between experiments and computer
simulations
Using the exact same values for the shear rate and electric field as
in experiments, lamellar microstructures of the GER fluid in the
disk–disk geometry are simulated using the Onsager principle.
Under g_ ¼ 549.5 s1, and E ¼ 1.3 kV mm1 the viscosity is 2.85
Pa s, and when the electric field is turned off the viscosity comes
to 0.012 Pa s. As shown in Fig. 3, the higher the electric-field
strength and the lower the shear rate the more GER particle rings
appear in the pattern; there also exists a difference between top
and bottom lamellar microstructures as in experiments.
We calculated the number density of particle rings using
5252 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 5250–5255

Fig. 3 Computer simulation results: Top and bottom surface lamellar
microstructures of the GER fluid between two relatively rotating parallel
disk electrodes under the same electric field and rotating speed conditions
as in the experiments. The degree of shading represents particle concentration. Panels (a0 top)–(f0 top) show the top view of lamellar microstructures
(h ¼ 1 mm): (a0 top), (b0 top) and (c0 top) are at the same shear rate of g_ ¼
549.5 s1, with electric fields of E ¼ 0.5, 0.9 and 1.3 kV mm1, respectively;
(d0 top), (e0 top) and (f0 top) are under the same electric field of
E ¼ 1.1 kV mm1, with shear rates of g_ ¼ 641.1,1007.4 and 1373.8 s1
respectively. Panels (a0 bottom)–(f0 bottom) show the corresponding bottom
viewed lamellar microstructures (h ¼ 0 mm).

nr ¼ N/(pR2), where N is the number of particle rings, and R ¼
17.5 mm. The number densities of particle rings on each surface
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are displayed in Fig. 4. The trend for nr
obtained from our simulations is consistent with our experimental results. Square and triangle symbols represent experimental results (Fig. 2) and computer simulation results (Fig. 3),
respectively. Solid symbols and hollow symbols represent top
and bottom views, respectively. The same conclusion holds,
namely that the higher the electric-field strength and the lower
the shear rate, the more particle rings appear, which means that
our theoretical model is suitable for understanding dynamic
GER effects. The advantage of computer simulation is its
representation of not only the bulky three-dimensional (3D)
lamellar microstructures, but also the profile of particle tangential velocities.

4.2 Internal microstructures with computer simulations
The internal microstructure is very important in the study of the
macroscopic physical properties of shearing GER fluids. To
challenge this, we calculated the transient internal lamellar
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 4 (Color online) A comparison of particle ring densities between
experiments and computer simulation. Square and triangle symbols
represent experimental results (Fig. 2) and computer simulation results
(Fig. 3), respectively. Solid and hollow symbols represent top and bottom
views, respectively. In the insets, the red plus signs obtained using Origin
indicate the position of particle rings; a is for simulation and b is for
experiments.

microstructures at different heights, h, from the bottom static
electrode (or along the Y-axis as shown in Fig.1 (b)). There exist
rich internal 3D lamellar microstructures with different patterns
as shown in Fig.5 (a). It looks as though the degree of shading for
panels of h ¼ 1.0 and 0.0 mm is higher than that for other panels.
Due to the non-equilibrium electric force close to the electrodes,
the dielectric particles aggregate at the top and bottom electrodes. This demonstrates that there is an obvious weakening of
the internal microstructure of the GER fluid.
Next, the radial and vertical shear bands in the axially
symmetric profile are analyzed to explain the abundant internal
microstructures. We show the radial distribution of particle
concentration and shear bands at different heights in Fig. 5 (b).
The left-hand column shows the radial distribution of particle
concentrations for each lamellar microstructure at different
values of h; the red line represents the average concentration.
There is a distinct difference in fluctuation for different values of
h. The right-hand column shows the radial shear bands of
angular velocity distribution at different values of h. The acute
position variation of shear bands represents the edge between the
particle ring and the oil ring. This can be explained using the
classical equation of shear stress and shear rate, s ¼ hg_ ¼ hDv/
DL. At constant h (viscosity) and DL (relative distance between
two nearby layers), the shear rate g_ undergoes acute variation
when Dv (velocity difference between the two nearby layers)
dramatically increases or decreases. This indicates that there is
a huge shear stress s acting on the particle phase, which makes
the continuous GER particles phase split into discontinuous
phases, which generate particle rings and oil rings. The number
and position of particle rings in lamellar microstructures may be
determined by the band distribution of radial shearing at certain
electric fields. We calculated the distribution of the number
density of rings and fluctuation frequency of the radial distribution of shear rate in the inner cell. The dependence of the
number density of particle rings on the fluctuation frequency of
the radial shear rate is shown in Fig. 6. In the confined disk–disk
geometry, high spatial frequency of shear band fluctuation will
destroy the formation of particle rings, namely the particle
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 5 Internal lamellar microstructures under external conditions of
g_ ¼ 549.5 s1 and E ¼ 1.3 kV mm1 at t ¼ 20.5 s. (a) The lamellar
microstructure distribution along the electric-field direction from the top
(h ¼ 1.0 mm) to the bottom (h ¼ 0.0 mm) at 0.2 mm intervals. The degree
of shading represents particle concentration. (b) The left column is the
concentration distribution along the radius r at different values of h. The
right column is radial shear rate of angular velocity distribution at
different values of h.

structure is thus weakened, which may induce a shear stress
reduction. As a result, ring number density decreases with
increasing frequency. But when the frequency reaches a certain
value, it has less influence on the number density of particle rings.

Fig. 6 Dependence of the number density of particle rings on the fluctuation frequency of the radial shear bands in the axial symmetric profile
under external conditions of g_ ¼ 549.5 s1, and E ¼ 1.3 kV mm1 at
t ¼ 20.5 s.
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Next we studied the vertical shear bands parallel to the
electric-field direction. Fig. 7 displays changes in shear rate
along the sample cell height at different radii of the cell, r ¼ 1, 2,
3,., 16 mm. Both in our experiments (bottom view) and in the
simulation, the bottom of the sample cell of the rheological
system is steady and the top of the cell is rotating. This geometry gives a nearly zero shear velocity of the fluid close to the
bottom, and the highest shear velocity of the fluid close to the
top of the cell. In this case, the shear velocity increases from
bottom to top, while the shear rate remains constant from
bottom to top at a constant radius r. As indicated in Fig. 7, the
shear rate increases when the radius increases. Rich distributions of vertical shear bands may cause different lamellar
microstructures perpendicular to the electric-field direction.
Sharp shear rate changes appear at about h ¼ 0.1 and 0.9 mm in
the radius region between r ¼ 7 and 16 mm. In this area the
GER fluids are subject to many different and simultaneous
driving and dissipation mechanisms (some of which are not well
understood). At high shear rate the laminar flow becomes
unstable and there exists a Taylor cell (see Fig.7 (b)). This
indicates that there is obvious delamination which represents
microstructure weakening. We can draw the conclusion that the
rich distribution of vertical shear bands causes different lamellar
microstructures perpendicular to the electric-field direction,
which may be the origin of shear thinning. Inside the disk–disk
sample cell, there exists a competition between the dissipative
_ and the electric-interaction conservation force, 
force, hS,
vF(S)/vS (where S is the displacement from equilibrium). The
former dominates in the regions away from the rotation axis. So
GER particles tend to organize themselves in the shear flow
direction, which lowers their viscosity. The particles flow easily
around each other at high speed, leading to a lower energydissipation rate. The system approaches a balance which is
guaranteed by the Onsager principle of minimum energy dissipation rate. Thus, the GER particle concentration tends to
fluctuate and form lamellar microstructures governed by the

Onsager principle, under both electric interaction and shear
flow.

5

Conclusions

We have both experimentally observed surface lamellar microstructures and numerically investigated internal microstructures
of shearing GER fluids. By using the two-phase-fluid models, we
obtained abundant internal lamellar structures and shear bands
in a disk–disk geometry. The numerical results and experiments
are in good agreement as far as the ring number density is concerned. Our study shows that the lamellar microstructures are
caused by the variation of radial shear bands; and that the
vertical shear bands give rise to delamination perpendicular to
the flow direction, which lowers their viscosity. The distribution
of shear bands in the inner geometry is governed by the balance
of free energy and dissipation. In other words, it is the Onsager
principle that yields shear bands and lamellar microstructures in
shearing GER fluids. The rich internal microstructures of
shearing GER fluids should be taken into account in real
applications.
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Fig. 7 Colour online. (a) Distribution of internal shear rates along the
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velocity is along the Z axis; see Fig.1 (b). The colors of the lines
represent the results for various distances to the rotation axis (r). The
drastic change appears at around h ¼ 0.1 or 0.9 mm. (b) The red arrow
represents the radial velocity profile.
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